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The stsuctuse of an acyclic disected graph with n vestices and m edges, maximiziug the 
number of diitinct paths between two given vestices, is s@xiied. In psevious work it was shown 
that these exists such a graph containing a Hamiltonian path joining the two given vestiices, thus 
uniquely ordering the vertices. ?t was fusthes s%wn that such a g&ph contains k - 1 full levels 
(an edge (i, j) belongs to level t = j - i) and some edges of level k-a dekient k-generalized 
Fibonacci graph. We investigate the diibution of the edges iu level 3 in a deficient 
3-generalized Fibonacci gsaph, and develop tools that might be useful in extending the results 
to higher levels. 
In this paper we continue to investigate the structure of an acyclic directed 
graph with vz vertices andl m edges, maximizing the number of distinct paths 
betweer two given vertices. 
In previous work it ws shown that there exists such a graph containing a 
Hamiltonian path, thus uniquely ordering the verttces. The length of an edge (i, f) 
is defined now as k = j - 1 and it belone to level k. It was further shown th;tt such 
a graph contains k - 1 full levels and some edges of level k-a deficient k- 
generalized Fibonacci graph. 
We investigate the distribution of the edges in level 3. The behaviour of the 
solution is different in three ranges of the number of the edges (called “phases”). 
We show some forbidden configurations for the solution. These observations,, 
combined with some local properties, lead to the solution for the different phases. 
Section 2 presents the problem, and the :;olution is summarized in Section 3. 
The analysis of the solution relies on certain local properties tudied in Section 4. 
* This work was done whi!c: both authoss were at the Department of Computes Science, University 
of Dlinois at Usbaza-Cho;npaign, Urbana, IL 63LSO1, and was supported in part by the National 
Science Foundation under grant NSF MCS 7’7-22810 
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The solu:ion is partitioned into three phases. Phase 1 is the subject of Section 5, 
while Phases 2 and 3 are studied in Section 6. General description OJ the proof 
techniques appears il\ the beginning of Section 5 
2. Definitions 
Let G be an acyclic directed graph without multiple edges or isolated vertices, 
containing two distinguished vertices s and t. Define N(G) to be the numbjer of 
distinct paths from ~5 to t. We consider the following problem: givg.n integers n 
and m, fnd a graph G with ~2 vertices and m edges maximizing Nt G). We call 
such a graph G a maximulm path gr@z and define N,,, = N(G). Clearly NtX,, is 
defined in the domain n - 1 s m G G). 
In Per1 [2] several cases of maximum path graphs are studied, @en onIv the 
number of edges m. It is shown that for acyclic directed graphs without multiple 
edges the (almost) Fibonacci graphs are maximum path graphs for (even) odd 
number cf edges. Examples are shown in Fig. 1. It is shown in rJ] that for a 
(almost) Fibonacci graph G of y1 vertices N(G) = F, (N(G) = 2F,_,), where {Fm} is 
the Fiboizacci sequence defined by 
r;,=F,=l, F ,+,=F+F,+ for i>l. 
Hence N,,2n_3 = F, and I)Jn,2n_-4 = 2F,_,. 
In Golumbic and Per1 [l] maximum path acyclic directed graphs are studied, 
given the number (,I” vertices n and the number of edges m. It is shown that there 
exists such a maximum path graph containing a Hamiltonian path, thus uniquely 
ordering the vertices (1,2, . . _ , n}. Hence, all the edges are of the form (i, i), i < j. 
The length of an edge (i, j) is k = j - i, and it belongs to level k. The number of 
distinct paths from vertex 1 to vertex i is denoted by P(i), and N(G) = P(n). It is 
further shown that if a maximum path graph contains an edge of level k then all 
the previous levels are dull; i.e. all the edges cf these levels belong to the graph. 
Therefore, either the graph contains exactly k full levels, or k - 1 full levels and 
some edges of level k. A graph of the first kind g3 cal!ed a k-generalized Fibonacci 
graph, since the nurnbcr of paths it contains is Fk, the nth k-generalized Fibonacci 
The Fibonacci graph for n = ‘7 
The almost Fibonacci graph for II = 7 
Fig. 1. 
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(a) 
A 3-generalized Fl’bonawi graph 
Fig. 2. 
numi5er, defined by 
SO, 
i=l, 
A graph of the second kind is c:;illed deficient k-generalized Fibonacci graph. 
Examples are shown in Fig. 2. 
In this paper we investigate the diitribution of the edges of level k in a deficient 
k-generaiized Fibonacci graph, or11y for k = 3, maximizing N(G). We refer to 
such a graph as the soMon ~j’raph, rjlr simply as the soIution. The solution for k = 2 
is given in [l]. The solution for k ~‘3 seems to be moxif complicated, but of the 
same spirit as the one for k = 3. Thus the understanding and the proof techniques 
which were developed here can hcllp to investigate the solution for k > 3. 
For convenience we will refer ar:d draw only edges of level 3, and also describe 
level 3 by a 0, l-sequence c,c2 - l _ G+, where Ci = 1 if (i, i + 3) is an edge and 44 
otherwise. For example, the sequerlce 100101 describes the graph of Fig. 2(b). A 
compact representation of this binary sequence ;; used whenever possible. For 
exzlmple, (100)301(011)2 means 10010010001011011. [x] means th:at n is op- 
tional; for example, 1 OIO](llO)k represents both lOO( 1 10)k and lO(1 10)k. 
~/Vote. Some results are stated witlhout proofs, for which the reader is referred to 
the: preliminary version 133 of this paper. 
3, I&+~~clrIption of the soltation 
Let us note fhst that the solution is not unique, and thus *we only claim that the 
graph described is a solt&n. The behaviour of the solution is different for three 
ranges, where the number of edglc:s irtl level 3 is about (1) up to one third, (2) 
between one third and two thirds, and (3) more than two thirds of 1 he H - 3 
possible edges in this level. These Iranges are called Phuse 1, Phase I;: a Id Phase 
3, respectively. 
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First we mention local properties of the solution. Let Z denote the number of 
edges in level 3, 0 < IS r - 3. If I> 1, then the solution contains k’h end-edges 
( 1,4) and (n - 3, n). Furthermore, if Z 6 n - 5 then there exists a solution not 
containing the near-end edges (2,s) and (n - 4, n -- 1). For example, the solution 
for n = 9, Z = 3 (Fig. 2(b)) satisfies both properties. 
Two edges are disjoint if they have no common interval. A run of consecutive 
disjoint edges is described by the configuration (OO1)kOO, k > 1. If a graph does 
not conLain the edge (i, j) then (i, j) is a non-edge. If the graph contains kether of 
(i, i+3), (i t 8, i+4.) and (i+2, i+S) then (i+2, S-3) is a gap. 
We describe the three phases of the solution. 
Phase 1. IS \f(n - l)]. 
( [tj denotes l;he largest integer not larger than t.) 
The graph is composed of two runs of consecutive disjoint edges, one starting 
and lthe other ending with end-edges. The number of edges in each run is 
arbitrary. In case I -= $(n - l)$ where n = 1 (mod 3), the two runs merge into one. 
Exalrzples. ( i3~)402(O0 1:‘, (100)41. 
Phase 2. [f(n+3)j <Z~%E(rr-3)]. 
In case n f 1 (mod 3) the solution is composed of TWO runs of consecutive 
disjoint edges, one starting with and the other ending with an end-edge. The 
number of the edges in the tvvo runs is arbitrary, except that the two near-end 
edges are not contained in a run. 
Examples. 100(l10?4;31 (which is composed of (lOO)‘O* and 02(001)‘), 
(100)*10(1 lo)*l. 
In case n = 1 (mod 3) the solution is coniFosed of two runs of car secutive 
disjoint ,edges, one starting and ending with both end-edges, and the other run 
staring at any vertex but not containing a near-end edge. 
Examples. (100)2(110)“1, 10010(110)301. 
There are two bord;ler cases discussed later. 
Phase 3. Z > [$(n - 3)J. 
The structure of the graph is quite complicated in terms of runs of consecutive 
disjoint edges. On th,: other hand, the solution contains all n - 3 edges except two 
runs of consecutive c’isjoint non-edges, one starting at one near-end edge and the 
other ending with the other near-end edge (compare with Phase 1). We conjec- 
ture that the numbers of non-edges in these runs differ by at most one, 
Examples. 1(01!‘~-1*(011)*01, l(Oll)31(Oll)201. 
Border cases. Therr are two border cases. One occurs between Phases 1 and 2, 
when 
i.e., when n ~0 (mod 3) and I =$n, for which the solution graphs are of the iorm 
(lOO)ilO!.(OOl)k, i, k NJ. The other occurs between Phases 2 and 3, when 
1=2[&v-3)j+lQj~n-3)], 
i.e., when n ii~- 2 (m&i 3) and I.= @(n - 3)J, f or which the solution graphs are of 
the form l(O1 l~OlS(l IO)’ 1 , j9 k 20 (and we conjecture Ii- kj G 1). These two 
configurations resembk Phases 1 and 3, respectively, mcze than Phase 2, but from 
another poirnt of view (the fot*bidden configurations mentioned in the sequel) they 
belong to Phase 2, and therefore they are discussed in Section 6. Note that by 
exchanging the O’s and l’s in the fkst border cease, and adding 1 in both ends, we 
get the second border case. 
The structure of Ihe solution is surprisingly complicakd, and seems to be a 
combination of several properties, which clarify it and CI n help in studying the 
higher levels. 
(1) Boundary conditions. Existence of end-edges and absence of near-end 
edges in the solution. 
(2) Locally unifom distribution. The distribution of the edges along the Hamil- 
tonian path is “locally uniform” in some $ense. This pr 3perty is expressed by 
forbidden configurations for the different phases: 11,101 in Phase 1, 
111,000,01010,10101 in Phase 2, and 00,010 in Phase 3* 
(3) Runs. The solution contains runs of consecutive d&joint edges. 
The solution has also a monotonity properry, namely, a solution for m edges is 
obtainable from that for m - 1 edges by adding one more edge. This monotonity 
holds except for tk border case between Phases 2 and 21. 
We conclude the description of the solution by plxsenting the solutions for 
n = 12, 13 and 14 and every possible Z, partitioned into the phases (* denotes the 
border cases). The: monotonity property is reflected i;l this example. 
n = 12 n=l3 n =: 14 
-I -v 
100000000 1000000000 10000000000 
100000001 1000000003 10~00000001 
100100001 1001000003. 10010000001 
1001001001 10O10~:101001 
* 100101001 --. 
*- 10’11001001 lO(~lOM 1001 
100101101 1011011001 10(~11011001 
1011101101 
1051011101 * 10110 101101 
101111101 101111110H 
111111101 111111110l 10110111101 
111111111 1111111111 10111111101 
-- 11111111101 
11111111111 
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4. Loc3I properties 
We begin with the following observation. Let G1 and G2 be twc, graphs with I 
edges in level 3, such that both subgraphs from vertex i to vertex n are the same. 
The functions P,(i) and P2(i) denote thlz number of paths from vertex 1 to vertex I 
in G, a:rd G2, respectively, and A(i) = P2( i) - PI(i). If for some vertex j, j 3 i, we 
have 
&jj+.y)>P&+y) for y =O, 1,2, 
then P,(j+y)sP,(j+y) for y=3,4,.. .,n-j, and hence 
Furthermore, if Ci = 0 (i.e. (!, i +3) is a non-edge) and 
P,(i+2)aP,(i+-2), IQi + 3) 2 P,(i + 3) 
then N(C+N(G,). In case c,.+~ = 0 this is trivial. 
P2( i + 2) -t- P2( i + 1) since Ci = t?. Therefore 
N(G,) 2 N( G2). 
Otherwise P2( i + 3) = 
Pz( i + 4) = P2( i + 3) + pZ( i + 2) -t- Pzj,i + 1) = 2P,( i + 3) 
2 2P,(i+3)=P,(i+3’)+P,(i-t2)+P,(i+l)=P,(i+4). 
Hence N(G,) 3 N(G,) by the first observation. 
Theorem 1. Every solution contains both end-edges (if I = 1, then only one 
end-edge). 
Proef. ‘We prove that the solution contains the edge (1,4). The proof for 
ln -. 3, n) follows by symmetry. Suppose thal: a solution G, starts with 8’-‘1, i > 1. 
Let G2 be the graph obtained from G1 Sy replacing this configuration by lOi-‘. 
P, (i + 3) is equal to the number of paths ii-1 the opposite direction from i + 3 to 1 
tn G,. Thus P,(i+3) =P,(i+3). It is clear that P,(i+2)>I i(i+2) and &(i+l)a 
P,(i + 1). Thus N(G2) > N(G,), contradicting the optimality IJf Gr. Hence G, 
must contain the edge (1,4). 0 
f(=oroIlary. IVnTzn __2 =3;;1 +F,_,, Nn.2n_l = F, -t2F,_3+Fn_6. 
‘Ilneorem 2. There exists a solution not containing the near-end edges (unless 
1Wz-A). 
7’he next lemma presents inequalities used later. 
Eemma 1. 
('1 J $P(i)sP(i+ 1)<2P(i) for i 32. 
(2) sP(i)CP(i+2)+P(i) for ia3. 
i 3) 4P(i)~P(i+3)~~P(i) for ia3. 
(,:*I) $P(i+2bC~P(i+ZjSiP(i+3)G2I’(i+2) if Ci = 1, for ia3. 
( f:; ) P(i+4)=2(P(i+3) iff Ci =O and Ci+lT” 1, fol i> 1. 
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5. Phase 
We fkst techniques, which are Med for all three phase& and then 
demonstrate them in this section for Phase I, which is simpier than both Phases 2 
and 3. 
An essential toot in our proofs is to express the number of paths to any vertex j, 
in a special configuration of a graph, as a function of P(a) and P(b), where a and 
b are two vertices at the beginning of this configuration. Such special structures 
are (loo)‘, (UO)‘, i > 0, and l’, i .3 3, for Phases I, 2 and 3; respectively. This 
enables us to measure the &ect o some local transformations on N(G). We use 
this technique to prove that some configurations are forbidden for the different 
phases. By eliminating these forbidden configurations we establish some order in 
the structure of the solution. Thert:after, more local transformations are used to 
determine the exact structure of the solntion. Many technically involved calcula- 
tions were required in the proofs, and only few of them are given in the text. 
Lemma 2. The number of paths P(b + j) to the jth vertex from b, j > 1, in a 
configuratim 
~~~O(lOO)‘, i 30, 
cJan be expressed as a functiun of P(b) and P(c) (and as a function of P(a) and 
k’(b) if the configuration is preceded by a U), where a, b and c are three consecutive 
l,ertices at the beginning of this configuration, as follows: 
3 l 5’-l l z j=3i+l, i al. 
P(btj)= 
( 
5’ l a i’ -3i-k2, i>O, 
.2 l 5’ l t j=3i+3, iSO, 
where z = P(b) f P(c) (and, if 0 precedes the configuraticn, z is also P(a) +2P(b)). 
Proof. By induction on j, using the corresponding formulae 
P(b=i-3i+l)=P(b+3i)+P(b+3i-l), 
P(b+3i+2)=P(b+3i+l)+P(b+3i), 
and 
P(b+3i+3)==P(b+3i+2)+P(b+3i+l)+P(b+3i). 0 
We turn now to the structure of Phase 1. The proof of the following theorem 
demonstrates the techniques used in this research. 
Theorem 3, dn Phase 1 of the solution the edges are disjoint (i.e., no two edges 
intersect). 
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Prook WC show that if the solution @ contalins non-disjuint edges, namely G 
contains either a 11 or a 101 configuration, then it is possible: to transform G into 
a graph G 1 such that N(G1) > N(G), contradicting the optimality of G. 
Since in Phase 1 1~ L&I - l)] , the existance of either 11 or 101 implies the 
existance of a gap, which corresponds to a 000 configuration, in G. Without loss 
clif generality (w.1.o.g.) we consider a !kst occurrence of either 11 or 101, to the 
left of a OuO configwation. 
Case 1: 101. 
W.1.o.g. we assume the cor?Sguration 101(OO1)k-lOOC~ in G. The graph G1 is 
obtained from G by rep.iacmg this configuration by (lOO)k+‘. 
- 1 0 1 0 0 (lOO)k-l 0 l l l l l CA 
u 2) w a b i i+l i+5 
- G,: 1 0 0 1 0 0 (lOO)k-’ l * l ’ l 
u II w a b i+L i-l5 
We denote y = P(a) + P(b) and z = P(a) + W(b) (note that PI(a) = P(a) and 
P,(b) = P(b)). F, PI and A = PI - P for t:he vertices i to i + 5 rare mxmmrized in 
Table 1. The calculations are based on Lemmata 1 and 2, and some of them are 
given here; the rest, being simpler, are left to the reader. 
A(i+3)=5 •5~ *z-&Sk .y=5k[-3P(a)+2P(b)]>0. 
If Ci+l = 1, then Lemma l(5) k-plies that A(i+4) = 2A(i+ 3) >O. If q+l =O, t&r7 
A(i+4)=8=5k*z-13=5k*y=5k[-5P(a)+3P(b)]>0. 
- If Ci+2= fi, then the previous inequalities imply N(G,) XV(G). 
If Ci +2 = Ci+l= 1, then 
.A(i+5)=18*5k *~--29,.5~ l y 
=5k[-llP(a)+7P(b)]~Sk[6F(b)-10P~:a)]>0. 
If ci+2= 1 aEd (Ti+l= 0, then by Lemma l(5) A(i+5)= 2A(i+4)>0, and again 
N(G,)XV(G). 
Table 1 
i 
i+l 
i+2 
i+3 
ci+l =l,i+4 
ci+l =0, ii-4 
Ci+2_Ci+*=l,i+5 
Ci+2=1,~,+1=G,i+S 
.I =P,-P 
-S’P(a) < 0 
sk(P(b)--.P(a))>O 
5k(P(b)-2,P(u))s0 
5k(2P(b) - 31P(a)) > 0 
Sk(4P(b) - tGP(a)) >O 
5k(3F(b)-S1D(a))>0 
5k(11P(a)+7P(b))>0 
5 ‘(6P(a) - 101”(b)) > 0 
-- ----- 
Case 2: 11. 
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W.1.o.g. we asstlme the configuration 11(001)‘:000 in G. Fkp!acing this config- 
uration by (lOO)k+‘10 can be shown to increase N(G), a contradiction. D 
The following theorem summarizes the structure of the solution graph in Phase 
1: 
Thmrem 4. In Phase 1 the solutiosz contak exactly two runs of consecutive 
disjoint edges; one! of j edges, j 2 1, starting at one en&,sdge, and the other of k 
edges, k 2 1, ending at the other end-edge, where j + l; = 1. I.e., the solution is of the 
fom ( 100)‘o”-3 -31 (OOl)k. 
CCrUHy* Ejn*Zn_? *r = 4 l s’-* l Fn__31+4 for 2 s IS t&n - L)] . 
In this section we ti:lidy the structure of the solution graph in Phases 2 and 3. 
Most of the results are stated without proofs. The following lemma turns out to be 
quite useful in dealing with these phases: 
Lemma 3. The nu~leber of paths P( a + j) to the jth vertex fiovdl a in a configuration 
O1lO(llOjlk l l l 
ub 
in G can be expressed as a function of P(a) and P(b), where a and b are two 
consecutive vertices at tl2e beginning of the configuration, (IS follows: 
P(a+j)=a,(P(a)+P(b))-a,-UP, 
where the q’s satisfy 
a0 SO, aL=a2=1, 
a3i = azir:_-l +a 3i-2 + a3r_3 = 2Q3i-1~ 
Q3i+l= 123i + au_1 + Q3i-2, 
Q3i+2 = 1431+1+ a3i* 
Next we use the fact that in Phase 2 L$(n +3)1 s 1~2g(n -3)j to show 
forbidden configurations for this phase. 
eorem 5. A solution in Phase 2 contains no configuratiop? 111. 
f. We assume that a solution G contains a configuration 111, and show that 
it is possible to transform G into G1 such that M(G) .HV(G), contradicting the 
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optimaiity of G. W.1.o.g. we consider thie rightmost occurrence (in G) of either 
lll(O1l)kOO or lll(Oll)kOIO, k >O. 
Case 1: lll(Oll)kOO. 
Replacing this configuration by 1(01 l:jk+’ 0 increases N(G), a contradiction. 
Case 2: 11 l(01 l)kO1O. 
Replacing this configuration by l(O1 l)k+‘O increases N(G), a contradiction. U 
Theorem 6. A solution in Phase 2 contains no clonfiguration 000. 
Tkorem 7. A solution in Phase 2 contains no configuration 01010; this config- 
uration occurs only in the border case betbeen Phases 1 and 2, in the case when 
n=O(mod3) arzd I= $FI, where the solutio;ut is of the form (100)’ lOl(OO1 jk, 
j, k 30. 
T’lmmm 8. PI solution in Phase 2 contains no mvfiguration 10101; this cmfig- 
uration occurs only in the border case between Phases 2 and 3, in the case when 
n = 2 (mod 3j and 1=$(2n - 7), where the solution is of the form 
l(oll)~olo(Ylo)kl, j, krao* 
Conje&ore 11. Tk solution for the border case between Phases 2 and 3 is of the 
+‘orm lO(1 10)~l(O1l)kC~l, j, k SO, where ij- k)< 1. (See also Conjecture 2.) 
From Theorerw 6, 7 and 8 we get: 
Coro&uy, PL soltition in Phase 2 contains the co+guration 11. 
In Phase 2 the forbidder] configurations are not sufficient for a straightfo.rward 
proof of the structure of the solution, as was the case in Phase 1. A detailed “case 
analysis”, given in the following theorem, is required. 
T)tneomm 9. 7%~ solm’on i?3 Phase 2 corsr’ains novae of the 
k >O): 
(a) O1OO(llO)‘[O](l(?~~)klO1l, 
(b) olOO(llO)‘[O](lOl~~)kll, 
(CJ 010(110)~[0](100)‘“1011, 
(d) 010(110)~[0](100)~“11. 
Next we prove : 
I& The solution ,in base 2 does not begin with the cmtfigwration 1010 
and does not ejld with the ~::onfiguration C!lOl. 
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The following theorem SUXIXI.&~S the structure of the solution gra pt la Phase 
2: 
Themem 11. There exists a solution for Pkse 2 which is o! the form 
(100)’ 10[0](110~[0]1(001)“, i, j, k BO. 
(The options are according to n (mod 3).) 
We turn now to the solution in Phase 3. First we show the following: 
HA?@lM 4. The number of paths P(a + j) to the jth vertex f&m a in a configuration 
OIllk, k >o, 
ab 
in a graph G can be expressed as a function of P(a) and P(b), where (a and b are 
the two consecutiue v rtices at the beginning of the configuration as fo flow3 : 
iXL 
Next show: 
Themem l.2. In solutio~z in Phase 3 non-edges disjoint. 
following theorem summarizes structure of solution graFh in Phase 
3: 
Theorem There exists a solution in Phase 3, which is coimposed of runs of 
consecutizw one starting with one edge amrl the other 
ending with other near-end edge, 
lo(llo)i l’(Oll)kO1, 00, ja3. 
@rmfeCtme 2. numbers the of consecuti* re disjoint 
non-edges, in the solution of Phase 3, differ by at most one. (Con pare tith 
Conjecture 1.) 
We couldn’t prove this, since multiplications of G’S are involved in the 
computation of N(G); however, experimental results eem to support our conjec- 
ture. 
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